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In [2], S. Buss introduced the systems of Bounded Arithmetic for S%(i =
0,1,2,...) which have a close relationship to classes in polynomial hier-
archy. As Buss stated in the introduction of his book, one of the most
important problems on Bounded Arithmetic is the separation problems on
Si(i = 1,2,3,...) i.e., the problems to show Sj φ Sl

2+
l(i = 1,2,3,.. .). We

believe that the separation problems of 8% and the separation problems of
classes of the polynomial hierarchy are the same problem in the sense that
the difficulty of these two problems comes from the same source. We also
believe that the solution of one of them will lead to the solution of the
other problem.

This idea is partially supported by the following theorem in [4].

Theorem. (Krajίcek-Pudlak-Takeuti) If S% = SJ+1, then Σ£.2 = Π?+2.

Very often, a stronger theory is shown to be strictly stronger than a
weaker theory by proving that the stronger theory proves the consistency
of the weaker system. In [2], S. Buss proved that the second incomplete-
ness theorem also holds for 3%. However this method does not work for the
separations of S\ since the theorem of Wilkie and Paris in [6] immediately
implies that 82 = \JS^ does not prove the consistency of S%. The reason

i
for this phenomenon is that the consistency here is the consistency of the
theory with unbounded quantifiers. The expressing power of unbounded
quantifiers is too strong to be handled by Bounded Arithmetic. The ordi-
nary consistency is totally inadequate for Bounded Arithmetic. We need
some more delicate consistency.

In [5], we introduced a delicate notion of proof in 5£ an<^ delicate notions
of consistency of S£ and Gόdel sentences of 5j. Using them we proved that
a Gόdel sentence of 3% is provable in S1^ though it is not provable in 5J,

therefore SJ+1 φ S£ holds in the language of Sj. SJ+1 is a limit of SJ+1 if

n goes to oo but this result does not imply Sjf1 φ 5$.

1 Received August 96; revised version December 1996.
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In this paper we further develop the idea of [5] and propose many con-
jectures on delicate consistency and delicate Godel sentences of S% which
imply S^1 Φ S%. We believe that a little more advance on the knowledge
of these consistencies and Gόdel sentences would prove S% ¥"
P^NP.

1 The formalized terms

We define \a\n for n = 0, 1, 2, . . , by |α|o = α and |α|n+ι = | |α|n |. In [5], we

expand the language of 5£ by introducing α — 6, max(α, 6), . . . , β(i, w). In
this paper we further expand the language by adding finitely many func-
tion symbols whose intended meanings are polynomial time computable
functions.

Let n be the Gόdel number of a formalized term in the language of
$2 with only free variables Γαιπ, . . . , Γαn

π where n = 0,1, 2, . . . . In this
case, we often denote n by Γt(αι, . . . , αn)

π though we cannot find a term
ί(αχ, . . . , αn) in general. Let υ(Γί(αι, . . . , αn)

π, 61, . . . , 6n) be the value which
Γί(αι, . . . ,αn)

π represents when Γa^ represents 6^ respectively. Let α and

b express αι , . . . ,α n and & ι , . . . , 6 n respectively. In [5], we proved that

exp(Γt(aΓ\b\\Γt(a^\) is a bound of v(Γt(aΓ,b) where exp(α) = 2α and b

is the maximum of b and 2 and also that

v(ΓΓ) < exp(T)

if t is the Godel number of a closed term.
Let / be a new polynomial time computable function whose function

symbol is in the language and /(α) < α# . . . #α, where the number of α is
n. Let t(a) = jf(£o(α)) We are going to prove

under the assumption v(rtQ(a)^b) < exp(Γ£0(α)~l|&| |Γί°(α)~11)

< exp(c(Γt0(α)π|6||Γto(α)π|)n)

for some constant c

where we define Γ/π to be sufficiently large and /(α) to be an abbre-
viation of /(α, . . . , α). More precisely we define Γ/(έ)π to be the sequence
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number of (Γ/π, H P , . . . , Γ£π) where Γt~[ occurs n times for a fixed number
n so that the above calculation goes through. It is very easy to find such
Γ/π and n for every polynomial time computable function /.

2 Truth definition

We say 'α is n-smalP if there exists x such that α < \x\n. We say 4α is small'
if α is 1 -small. In this section we always assume i > 0. Let u satisfy the
following condition. \u\z is greater than the Gδdel number Γ£(α)π of a term
t(a) in the language of 8% with only free variables α. The length of α is less

than |Γ£(α)π| and it is 3-small. Let b be a sequence with the same length as

α. As before we define 6 = max(2, b). As in Section 1, we define v(rt(a)~t^ b)
and the following holds.

Here exp(|ΐz|2|&|'u '3) is a Σj-definable function in S% when 6 is small.
The system 5£ ιs defined by the following axioms and inferences.

(a) Basic axioms.
The language of S£ consists of < and finitely many function symbols

which express polynomial time computable functions.
The defining axioms of the functions in the language and the predicate

<. All these axioms are included in the form of initial sequents without
logical symbols.
(b) Σj - FIND

where A(0) is Σj and α satisfies an eigenvariable condition. We further
extend a) by introducing finitely many forms of initial sequents without
logical symbols. E.g.

— > \s\ < s.

This saves unnecessary use of induction in order to prove some necessary
properties. Here the following must be satisfied.

1. The number of the forms of initial sequents must be finite.

2. The initial sequent thus introduced must be valid and has no oc-
currences of logical symbols. As a stronger case of this type of exten-
sion, later we also consider the following 3% under the assumption of
P = NP.
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If P = ΛΓP, there exists an TVP-complete predicate 3x < t(ά)A(x, a) with
a sharply bounded A(x, a) and a polynomial time computable function /
satisfying the following condition

3x < t(a)A(x, a) -> f ( a ) < t(a) Λ A(f(a), a).

If we introduce finitely many polynomial time computable functions, then
we can assume that A(x, a) is an atomic formula and P = NP can be
expressed by the following forms of initial sequents without logical symbols

s' < t ( s ) , A(s',t(s)) -* /(*) < t(s)

s'<t(s),A(s',t(s))-+A(f(s),s).

Our theory developed later also holds for extended 5£ m this way and
will be used to find conjectures to prove P ^ NP. The outline of this plan
goes as follows.

P = NP -> Σ£ = Σ*+ι —> S1

2 = SJ+1.

Therefore S1

2 ± Sl

2+
l —> P φ NP. Here —> holds if SJ and S*+1 are

extended 5£ and S "̂1"1 discussed in the above.

In [5], it is proved that v(rί(α)π, b) is definable under the assumption that

exp(|u|2|f>| |u |3) is definable where Γt(α)π < |n|2 and b = max(2,6). In the
same way, we can show that v(Γί(α)π, b) is Σj-definable in S% and satisfies
the following conditions if Γt(a)~1 < \u\z and 6 is small.

1. If Γ/(ίι(α),..., ίfc(α))π is a subterm of Γί(α)π, then

υ(Γ/(*ι(S),.. , tk(aΓ, b) = /(v(Γίι(α)Λ 6) , . . . , ι;(rίn(α)Λ ?)).

2. v(rOn, 6) = 0 and vC"^"1,6) = 6<.

All these properties are provable in 5 .̂
Let Γ£π be a formalized closed term and small. Then in the same way

as above, v(rt^) is Σj-definable function in 52 and satisfies the following
conditions.

1. ϋ(Γ(Γ) = 0.

2. </(*!, . . . , tnΓ) = /«*Γ), . . . , V(W.

These properties are provable in 52.
Now let u satisfy the following condition. |u|2 is greater than the Gόdel

number Γφ(a)^ of a quantifier free formula in the language of Ŝ  with

only free variables α. Let 6 be a sequence with the same length as α and
b = max(fr, 2) be small. In [5], the truth definition of Tb(Γ<£>(α)~l, 6) was
defined by using exp(|n|2|6|lul3) is definable. The following properties were
proved.
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1. If Γtι < ί2~l is a subformula of Γ<^(α)"1, then

2. If Γ£ι = ί2π is a subformula of Γ<p(α)π, then

Γ0(
Γίι = *2

Π, 6) iff <*Γ, ?) = KΓ*2Π, ft).

3. If Γιφι Λ V^"1 is a subformula of Γ<p(α)π, then

ϊbOi Λ V2"1, ft) iff Γ0(
Γ^ιΛ &) Λ T0(

r^2n, ft).

4. If Γ^ι V -02Π is a subformula of Γ<^(α)π, then

Γ0(
r^ι v ^Λ ft) iff TO(Γ^Λ ft) v T0(

Γ^Λ ft).

5. If Γ-τφ~~} is a subformula of Γ^(α)π, then

(a)n, ft) is Σj-definable in 5j and all these properties are prov-
able in 62-

In the same way, we can Σξ-define a truth definition To(Γy?~l) in S% if Γφ~^
is the Godel number of a quantifier free sentence in 63 and Γφ~* is small
and the following properties are provable in S .̂

1. If Γt\ < t^ is a subformula of Γ^π, then

Γ0(
Γ*ι < *2

Π) iff v(Γ*Γ) < <^π).

2. If Γt\ = ^2Π is a subformula of ΓV~1, then

3. If Γψι Λ ̂ 2Π is a subformula of Γ^π, then

T0(
Γ^ι Λ ̂ 2Π) iff ϊo(ΓV

4. If Γψ\ V ̂ 2 π is a subformula of Γ</?π, then

To(Γ^ι V^2Π) iff To(^Γ)

5. If Γ-«V;~I is a subformula of Γ^π, then
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A formula φ(a) in the language of S\ is said to be a pure z-form if the
following conditions are satisfied.

1. The only free variables in φ(a) are α.

2. φ(a) is of the form

<ίι(α)Vx2 < t2(a,x2)...QiXi < *<(α,xι, . ,ar<-ι)

where Qi is V and Qi+ι is 3 if i is even and Qi is 3 and Qί+ι is V
if i is odd and A(a, αi, . . . , α +i) is a quantifier free formula in the
language of S\ The formula described in the above is denoted by

3xι <ί ι . . .Qΐ+ιXi+ι < |ti+ι|A(α,x).

Since 5̂  has /3(z, α), every Σf -formula with only free variables α is equiv-
alent to a pure i-foτm. The formalized notion of pure i-form, i.e., "x is a
Gόdel number of pure z-form formula" is Δj with respect to S\ .

A formula φ(a) in the language of S% is said to be of i-form if the following
conditions are satisfied.

1. The only free variables in φ(a) are α.

2. φ(a) is a subformula of a pure i-form formula, i.e., it is of the form

|ίi+ι|>l(α, x)

where A(a, x) is quantifier free and Qk is V if k is even and Qk is 3
if k is odd and tk is of the form ίfc(α, Xj, . . . , x^-i). Quantifier free
formulas and formulas of the form Qi+ιXί+ι < |ίi4.ι(α)|A(α, Xi+ι) are
included as special cases of i-form formulas.

If Γ</?(α)π is the Godel number of an z-form formula, then φ(a) is of the
form

QJXJ <tj... QiXi < tiQί+ιx<+ι < |t<+ι|A(α, x)

and j is calculated from Γφ(a)~].

We are going to define T(5, Γ(^(α)π, α), which is a truth definition of
Γ(/?(α)π by assigning the value α^ to Γαiπ.

Later we will give a condition such that all the terms occurring in the
computation of T(2, Γ</?(α)~l, α) are bounded by u. Under this condition,

T(u, Γ</?(α)π, α) is defined to be /\ (if Γφ(a)~] is of the form
j

ι < |t<+ι|A(α, x)"1,
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then

QjXj < vpV, a) ... Qi+lXi+l < K^+Λ α, Xj, . . . , Xi)

where we denote tfc(α, 6, , . . . , bk-ι) by t'k. Then f (5, ̂ (α)"1, a) is Σj in
£2-

In [5], we defined strictly z-normal proof and ϊ-normal proof. This notion
is very useful to evaluate the proof in S%£. Now we need a stronger notion

since we would like to replace S^ by Sl

2

+l. In this paper we call this
stronger notion i-normal proof.

Definition. A proof P in 3% is said to be strictly i-normal if the following
conditions are satisfied.

1. Every formula in P is i-normal

2. P is in free variable normal form.

3. Let c be all parameter variables in P and b be an enumeration of all
other free variables in P satisfying the condition that if the elimi-
nation inference for bi is below the elimination inference for bj then
i < j. There exists an assignment ti(c) for bi satisfying the following
conditions.

(a) ti(c) is a term in the language of S% and all function symbols
occurring in ti(c) are function symbols of increasing functions.

(b) If the elimination inference of bi is

or

3x
or

fr <*(&!,... Λ-i^

then αi < ίι(c), . . . ,#1-1 < ίi-ι(c) — > *(αι, ,αi_ι,c) < ti(c)
is provable without using logical inference, induction, or any free
variables other than αi, . . . , α^-i and c. All the information for
condition 3) is called a supplementary proof. The proof P in-
cludes all these supplementary proofs.

4. A sequence. . . ,£(ίι(c),. . .,£ΐ(c),c),. .. is provided where t(bι, . . . ,&i,c)
ranges over all terms in the proof.
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Precisely P together with all supplementary proofs and the sequence
of terms described in 4) is called strictly z-normal proof. Let Γ — » Δ be
provable in Sj, where all formulas in Γ and Δ are z-normal. Then we first
make a free cut free proof of Γ — > Δ in Sj and then we can easily make a
strictly z-normal proof of Γ — > Δ.

Let φ(a) be an i-form formula. Then a proof P ofVx-*φ(x) is said to be
z-normal if P is obtained from a strictly z-normal proof PQ in the following
way.

φ(ά)

We denote the formalized notion "tt; is a strictly i-normal proof of ΓΓ —>
Δπ" and "w is an z-normal proof of r~Vx-«<£(:r)~l by Prfi(w^ ΓΓ —> Δ"1) and
Pr/*(tί;,ΓVx-'<^(x)"1) respectively."

In §2 Lemma 3 in [5], we proved the following theorem.

Theorem. Let φ(c) be an i-normal formula with only free variable c. Then

The key point of the proof of this theorem is that if Γt(a)~} is n-small,
i.e., of the form |u|n, then l&lΓ^3)"1! is small in S^n. Therefore the bound

exp(rί(α)-1|&|lrt(5)'1l) can be expressed in S^n and v(Γt(aΓ,b) can be ex-
pressed in 52>n.

We add several remarks on the theorem. In Pr/*(|w|n,
Γ</?(c)~l), c in

Γ^(c)π is a variable, therefore we might write the theorem

We define Ik by the following as usual

/o = 0

= 2

where 2 is 1 + 1. Then v(Γt(αι, . . . ,αn)Λ&ι, - . - , & „ ) = "(Γt(I6l, . - - JbnΓ)
Therefore we have the following theorem with the same proof.
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Theorem. Let φ(c) be an i-normal formula with only free variable c. Then

Sgn I" Prf (Hn, >(/cΓ) -» φ(c).

Now we come back to our present case in S^1. Then υ(Γί(α)"1,6) is defin-

able if rt(a)~] is 2 small and 6 is small and v(Γtπ) is definable if Γ£π is the
Gόdel number of a closed term and Γt~1 is small.

These two conditions give the following two theorems which are proved
in the same way as in the proof of §2 Lemma 3 in [5].

Theorem 1. Let Γ(c) —> Δ(c) be a sequent with only free variable c and
all formulas in Γ(c) and Δ(c) be i-normal. Then

S?1 h c < |rf|,Pr/*(M2>T(β) -» Δ(αΠ,Γ(c) -» Δ(c).

Theorem 2. Let Γ —> Δ be a sequent and all formulas in Γ and Δ be
i-normal sentences. Then

S*+1 h Pr/'iM, ΓΓ -> Δπ),Γ -> Δ.

We have the following corollaries.

Corollary 3. Let φ(ά) be an i-normal formula in which a is only free
variable. Then

Si+l h

Corollary 4.

Remark. The following theorem is obtained by the same method with the

proof of Corollary 3.

Theorem. Let φ(a) be an i-normal formula in which a is only free variable.

Then
S h
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3 Gόdel sentences

See §7.5 in [2] for the general theory of Gδdel sentences in Bounded Arith-
metic. We define Gδdel sentences φl

k satisfying

51 h ̂  _> Vx-PrΓdxIfc, Vfc"1)-

From the definition of φl

kJ φ\ is of the form Vχ-«GJ.(|x|fc) where G\ is an
i-form formula and we have

The following properties on Gδdel sentences are proved by the standard
argument.

Theorem 5. S% does not prove φl

k(k = 0, 1, 2, . . .) and
S\ h φ*Q < — > Vx-. Pr/*(x, Γ-*π) therefore S1

2 V V

The following natural question arises here. Is Vrr-<Pr/l(z, Γ— >π) provable
in ί>2+1? If tne answer is yes, then we have S\ ^ 5^+1 and P φ NP. But
we believe the answer is no in the following reason.

Let 5̂ ~°° be the equational theory involving equations 5 = t, where 5 and
t are closed terms in the Buss' original language of 5̂  with the natural rules
of the function symbols. Therefore S^~°° does not have any free variables,
any logical symbols or any inductions.

As is stated in [3], we conjecture

where Con(S^~°°) is the consistency of 5^~°°. 8%°° is an extremely weak
system and therefore Con(S^~°°) is much weaker than Vχ-"Pr/°(x,Γ— >π).
Therefore our conjecture implies

and we believe that there is no hope to prove

On the other hand, we have the following comjecture.

Conjecture 6. 5^-K Vz-πPr/<(|a:|,Γ-Γ1).

This conjecture together with Corollary 4 certainly implies S£ ¥"
and
P ^ NP. However it should be noted that S% h Vz-iPr/*(|z|2, Γ->~1).

Remark. For the feasibility of our conjecture we would like to discuss its
relation with Baker-Gill-Solovay's result in [1].
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First our system 5£ must satisfy the following basic conditions as we
stated before.
(a) The predicate constants are only < and =.
(b) The number of function constants are finite and all the function con-
stants express polynomial time computable functions.
(c) Extra true axioms are allowed to be used only when they can be ex-
pressed by finitely many initial sequents without logical symbols.
These basic conditions cannot accept Baker-Gill-Soloray type relativiza-
tions. Moreover we discuss the comparison of the typical Baker-Gill-Soloray
case and our case.

Let 5| be 52+ (Axiom on PSPACE-complete predicate) and P and 7VP

be the class of P and NP in the language of 5£. Then we have P = NP.

We consider a similar stronger example 5| = 5^4- (Axiom on exponential
w w

function) and let P and NP be P and 7VP formulated in the language of

3%. Then P=NP. In this case of S£, the situation is totally opposite to our
case of conjecture i.e.,

~"(M,r->n)

in the place of S*+1 h Vz-Pr/ί(|z|,Γ->π) and S Vap Prf (M,Γ->Π)
is trivial in the place of our conjecture S£ Ϋ Vx-iPr/*(|a:|,r-*"1). There-
fore Baker-Gill-Solovay's result has no relation with the feasibility of our
conjecture.

Theorem 7. We have for k > 2

especially Sl

2+
l h Vx-.C?*(|x|3).

Proof. By the definition of φl

k, we have

Prom this and Corollary 3 follows

Therefore 5^+1 h Vχ--Gj.(|x|fc) Wa;-.Gj.(|a;|fc+ι). Since G'fc(α) is equivalent
to a form Pr/*(α, Γ^π), we have 5^+1 H Vx-.G*fc(|»|*+ι). Π

Corollary 8. For k > 2 we have

S$+1hV*-πPr/i(|x|fc+1,
lVfc"1)

especially S1

2

+Ϊ h Vx-.Pr/<(|»|3,Γ^"1)
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Conjecture 9.

Obviously this conjecture implies 5| ± 5j+1 and P φ NP. It should be
noted that for k > 3, 5] h Va?-πG£(|xU+2) i.e., 52

α h Va?-.Pr/*(|a:|fc+2, Γφ\'v).

Theorem 10. We have

Proof. We discuss this inside of S%+1. Suppose

i.e, 3zPr/ί(|x|2,
ΓVa:-^G?!(|z|)~'). Then from Corollary 3 follows

Vx- GadzIa) i.e., φ\.

D

Conjecture 11. The following statement holds.

S?1 h Va^Pr^dxIa.n/x-iGadxl)-1) -» ̂

It is easily seen that this conjecture also implies 5J ^ Ŝ "1" α and P Φ NP.

Theorem 12. If S^1 h φ\ -> Vχ-Ά(α:) and k > 3 onrf A(x) w i-normal,
then

Proof. S^1 ί~ ̂  —> Vx-Ά(x) implies that there exists a constant size proof
of the following form
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Let us denote the size of this proof by a constant CQ. Now we discuss
inside of S*+1 and suppose ^φ\ i.e., ^xPτf{\x\k, ""Vx-iPr/^lx^, ΓV>Jk~I)~I).
Then there exists a proof \xo\k of

Using the previous proof of size CQ and this proof |xoU and making many
cut of the following form, we get a proof of

i.e.,

Since the whole procedure is polynomial time computable from two
proofs, the size of the new proof is not greater than t(|xo|fc) f°Γ some term

t.
Since 2 < fc, we have

and we proved

Then by Corollary 3 we have

Therefore we have

5j+1 I- Vx- A(x)

D
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Corollary 13. If S?1 h φί --> Vx > Pr/^lxU-i.'Vfc'1) and k > 2, then
Sί+1 I- φ{ and therefore Sp* h Vx-.Pr/*(|x|,|._ι, Γv4π) and S$+1 ± S% and
P^NP.

Proof. By Theorem 12, we have S£+1 h Var-iPr/'darU, 'VD i e > S h v
therefore S+1 I- V x - P r / x f e - j ^ v " 1 and 5+1 ± S1 and P ̂  JVP. D

Theorem 14. For k > 1 we have

S?1 \-

Proof. We have

5^+1 h axPr^dxIa

On the other hand, we have

S h

since a proof of Vx->G^.(|x|fc) is obtained from a proof of Vx->GJ.(|x|fc_ι) by
a polynomial time computable operation. Therefore we have

Λ3xPr/*(|x|fc+1, rVx-GidxIfc-i)-1)

since 3xPτ /t(|x|fc,ΓVx-ιGj.(|x|fc)~ l) is equivalent to ->y>J. and Vx->GJ.(|x|fc)
is φl

k. Therefore we have

D

Conclusion. At this moment, there are many mysteries regarding the na-
ture of Gόdel sentences in Bounded Arithmetic. We strongly believe that
^2 7^ ^2+1 and P Φ NP would be proved if our knowledge on these Godel
sentences could be improved. We list several problems on Godel sentences.

1. Is 52+1 I- φ\ true? We conjecture that this is false for k = 0, 1.

2. Is S^1 h Vx-<3$(|x|) true? Is 5^+1 h Vx-πC7\(|x|2) true? At this
moment we have no idea about them.

3. Is Sif1 h Vx^Prf^lxlk^Vx-^Gdxlk-iΓ) true for some fc?

Especially is
h V x - P r / x Λ V x - π G x " 1 true?
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